
 

Annual Test Data
Ford

Specification: WSS-M11P62     Rev: June 2013    Lab: 3M Lab
Product: 468MP 468MPF 9185MP     Lot#: 14928    Substrate: 

.002" Aluminum Foil

TEST TEST METHODS SPECIFICATION RESULT
Flammability* SAE J369 100 mm/min max DNI**

Fog Test*** SAE J1756
    1 hr 70 min 91.65
    16 hr 70 min 95.44

no oily deposits Pass
no crystals Pass

no film Pass

Odor SAE J1351
    dry 2 rating max 2
    wet 2 rating max 2

*   - Samples were created with the adhesive applied to a 2 mil aluminum foil to support during test.
**  - Did not ignite.
*** - Samples were bonded between ABS and 2 mil aluminum foil and results were taken from the ABS side of the 
    panel.
**** - For section 5.2 of SAEJ1756 the dishwasher has been replaced with handwashing  using Alconox (tm). Test 
    washing with the closest equivalent dishwasher left water spots on the glassware. Handwashing has produced 
    clean glassware. At this time the difference in results cannot justify the purchase of a dedicated washing unit.
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Important notice to purchaser All statements, technical information and recommendations herein are 
based on tests we believe to be reliable, but the accuracy of completeness thereof is not guaranteed, and 
the following is made in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied, including the implied warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for purpose: Seller’s and manufacturer’s only obligation shall be to replace 
such quantity of product to be defective. Before using, user shall determine the suitability of the product 
for its intended use, and user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith. Neither 
seller nor manufacturers shall be liable either in tort or in contract for any loss or damage, direct, 
incidental, or consequential, arising out of the use of or the inability to use the product. No statement or 
recommendation not contained herein shall have any force or effect unless in agreement signed by 
officers of seller or manufacturers.


